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The Customer: Piraeus Bank Group is one of the most dynamic and active 
financial organisations in Greece today. Founded in 1916, Piraeus Bank went 

through a period of state-ownership and management (1975-1991) before it 

was privatised in December 1991. Since then, it has continuously grown in size and activities.  Today, Piraeus 

Bank leads a group of companies covering all financial and banking activities in the Greek market (universal 

bank). Piraeus Bank possesses particular know-how in the areas of retail banking, small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs), capital markets and investment banking, leasing and financing of the shipping sector. 

These services are offered through the Bank's nation-wide network and also through the electronic 

banking network of Winbank. The latter was launched in the beginning of 2000, as the first complete 

electronic banking service in Greece, offering a full set of services through four different channels of 

distribution (Internet, mobile phone, call centre and ATMs). At the end of September 2007, Piraeus Bank 

Group had a network of 690 branches (309 in Greece and 381 abroad) and its equity capital amounted to 

€3,315 mn. The clients' deposits, repos and retail bonds issued amounted to €21,398 mn, loans reached 

€28,138 mn and total assets were €40,420 mn. 

 

The Need/Solution: Piraeus Bank call center in Athens provides centralized call 

processing for a remote location. In order to minimize the E1 voice trunking links, 

connecting both sites, RAD's Vmux-2100 gateways were installed at each end. The 

Vmux 2100 were installed in a point-to-point configuration allowing the 

interconnection of two primary ISDN links (PRA’s) through a single E1 link.  

The compression techniques and voice transmissions (TDMoIP) allows Vmux to transmit in a transparent 

way all voice services keeping the voice communication quality in high level while minimizing the E1 voice 

trunking cost.     

 

The Network Diagram: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The system used:  Vmux-2100™ uses state-of-the-art G.723.1, G.729A and G.711 voice compression 
algorithms for optimal cost/performance. It maintains toll quality voice while achieving the highest 

compression ratio for voice transmissions over TDM and IP networks. Voice activity detection and silence 

suppression allow the Vmux to dynamically utilize bandwidth for voice traffic and fax relay, resulting in 

very efficient bandwidth usage over fewer lines, while the signalling information is transmitted separately. 

Typical applications include satellite connectivity, cellular backhaul and trunking, international voice 

trunking, Wireless Local Loop and rural telephony. Vmux may be used in narrowband applications, wherever 

“ …. The ROI of Vmux2100 supply was 
fast whereas the quality of voice 

communication remained in excellent 

levels ….”   

  
                    

Telecommunication Manager  

Piraeus Bank 

 



there is a need to minimize bandwidth for voice transmissions, over any media (for example, satellite TDM 

or IP links). Vmux incorporates RAD’s patented TDMoIP® technology to improve bandwidth utilization and 

provide a real migration path to IP. Separate TDM and Ethernet uplinks enable simultaneous transmission 

over both TDM and IP networks. With lower overhead than VoIP systems, Vmux frees 60% more bandwidth 

for additional voice or data, which is crucial on costly or low bandwidth links. Network integration is the key 

to maximum savings in the wide area network. Vmux-2100 converge voice, fax and Ethernet traffic over the 

same network link. By combining voice/fax capabilities with Ethernet data traffic over a single delivery 

network, operators can save significantly on the cost of running their networks. The compact, 1U high Vmux 

is a modular unit that can be installed in 19-inch racks. It has the smallest footprint of any TDM voice 

compression or VoIP product of equivalent capacity. The unit can be configured with up to four voice 

compression modules (16 E1/T1) and up to two power supply modules.  

 

 

Tech info about Vmux 2100: 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Headquarter: 

165 Marias Kiouri &Tripoleos 

GR - 188 63 Perama Hellas 

Tel.: +302104314361 

Fax: +302104314234 

Web Site :  www.marac.gr 

Email : info@marac.gr 
 


